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Abstract 

The main purpose of the study was to compare emotional intelligence and creativity among players and 

non players. For this 40 subjects in which 20 players and 20 non players were selected as a sample. The 

age of the samples ranged from 19-22 years and all the samples selected on random basis. The players 

were participated in different games where non players do not participated in any games. Emotional 

intelligence inventory developed by S.K. Mangal was used and to assess the creativity of selected 

subjects B.K. Passi was preferred. The scoring was done according to the rule laid down by the authors. 

These tests are highly reliable and valid. To find out the significance difference, emotional intelligence 

and creativity among players & non players, ‘t’ test was used at 0.05 level of significance. The results 

indicated that there is a high level of emotional intelligence among players and non-players. And there is 

no significant difference; from the mean value, creativity of players and non-players. 
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Introduction  

Enthusiastic knowledge can be characterized as the capacity to screen one's own and other 

individuals' feelings, to separate between various feelings and mark them fittingly, and to 

utilize passionate data to manage considering and conduct. Passionate knowledge additionally 

reflects capacities to join insight, sympathy and feelings to upgrade thought and 

comprehension of relational elements. Eager mental aptitude (EI) might be those capability 

about individuals on recognize their sentiments What's progressively the people for others, see 

between differing feelings and stamp them properly, use energetic information should assistant 

considering and conduct, Moreover regulate or modify emotions will change on circumstances 

then again achieve one's goal(s). There is a need help at exhibit a couple of models for EI. 

Goleman's novel model may immediately make recognized, a mixed model that consolidates 

what require subsequently been shown autonomously comparatively as ability EI What's more 

trademark EI. Goleman described EI Concerning outline the show of aptitudes Likewise 

angles that drive administration's execution. The trademark model may have been shaped 

Toward Konstantin Vasily Petrides On 2001. It "incorporates behavioral manners likewise self 

watched capacities additionally might be measured through self report". The limit show, made 

toward die down Salovey what's more john Mayer to 2004, focuses on the person's capacity to 

methodology energetic larger part of the information Moreover utilize it on investigate those 

social earth.  

Examinations require exhibited people with optional EI bring more fantastic psychological 

well-being, occupation execution, Likewise activity aptitudes regardless of the way that no 

causal associations bring been shown what's all the more such disclosures are likely should 

make inferable will all keenness Moreover specific personality qualities rather than Energetic 

intellectual prowess as a create. For instance, Goleman demonstrated that EI represented 67% 

of the capacities regarded crucial for unrivaled execution Already, pioneers, Additionally 

made a difference two fold to the degree that specific foul smoothness distinctive research 

assumes that those effect from guaranteeing EI once activity what's more manageress 

execution might be non-huge The moment that ability What's more redone are controlled for, 

and that all intellectual prowess associates Verwoerd almost for specialist. Markers about EI 

Likewise methods about making it have wound up extra comprehensively wanted in the earlier  
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Decade. On expansion, examinations have begun on get-

togethers give affirmation on help portray those neural 

instruments for Excited intellectual competence. Energetic 

intellectual competence may make portrayed comparably as 

the limit will screen one's own and other people's feelings, 

with independent the center of various emotions What's more 

check them fittingly, Additionally to use enthusiastic 

information will helper staying in contact with you should be 

clear in your thinking Assorted models of EI require provoked 

the progression for various instruments for the assessment of 

the assemble. Same time precisely for these measures may 

cover overgrown container oak investigators agrarian that 

they tap diverse builds.  

Specific capacity models area those courses over which 

sentiments empower thought Additionally Understanding. For 

instance, emotions may associate for considering additionally 

allows people to an opportunity to be better decision creators 

(Lyubomirsky et al. 2005). A person who might be that is just 

a glimpse of a larger problem responsive internally should 

critical issues will go to the All the more dire parts from 

asserting as much then again her an accumulation, 

perspectives for energetic help segment might be with 

Moreover perceive how on consolidate or maintain a strategic 

distance from sentiments beginning with thought depending 

after setting What's more situation, this might be likewise 

related to enthusiastic speculation Besides Perception as a 

result of the restriction of the general population, nature's area 

Moreover condition specific case experiences to as much on 

the other hand her typical term.  

Imagination is a wonder whereby something new and by one 

means or another profitable is framed. The made thing might 

be elusive, (for example, a thought, a logical hypothesis, a 

melodic piece, or a joke) or a physical protest, (for example, a 

creation, an artistic work, or a canvas). Wise eagerness toward 

creativity incorporates a critical number of definitions, 

moreover thoughts relating with a number about controls: 

designing, brain research, intellectual science, instruction, 

hypothesis (especially hypothesis from asserting science), 

innovation, religious philosophy, humanism, etymology, 

advantages of the business examines, songwriting, Besides 

financial matters, covering those relations between Ingenuity 

Likewise all knowledge, mental Additionally neurological 

courses redid sort and imaginative capacity, imaginativeness 

Moreover emotional wellness; those probability to 

empowering creativity through preparing Moreover preparing, 

especially as expanded by innovation; those development 

from guaranteeing Inventiveness for national budgetary 

advantage, and the arrangement for inventive resources for 

advance the ampleness about teaching support. 

 

Methodology 

For the purpose of the study, 40 subjects in which 20 players 

and 20 non-players were selected. The age of the subjects 19-

22 years and all the samples selected on random basis. To 

assess the emotional intelligence of selected subjects, 

emotional inventory developed by S.K. Mangal was used & 

for creativity, creativity test prepared by B.K. Passi was 

preferred. The scoring was done according to the rule laid 

down by the authers. The items of the questionnaires 

measuring particular dimensions positively and negatively & 

as strongly agree, agree, strongly disagree, disagree and 

undecided etc. were given the score of 5, 4,3,2,1 respectively. 

For comparison of emotional intelligence and creativity of 

selected players & non players ‘t’ test was used and 

significance was chosen at 0.05 levels. 

Results and Discussion 

 
Table 1: Showing the Mean of Emotional Intelligence among 

Players And Non-Players 
 

Item Players Non-Players MD ‘t’ 

Emotional 

Intelligence 

Mean SD Mean SD 
5.71 4.43* 

18.07 2.81 23.78 3.02 

*Significance at 0.05 level. 

 

From table no.1, the results revealed that there is a high level 

of emotional intelligence among players and non-players at 

0.05 levels, because the calculated value of ‘t’ which is 

greater than the tabulated value. 

 
Table 2: Showing the Mean of Creativity among Players and Non-

Players 
 

Item Players Non-Players MD ‘t’ 

Creativity 
Mean SD Mean SD  

1.17 
 

0.48 85.13 5.99 86.3 9.5 

*Not Significance at 0.05 level. 

 

From table no.2, the results indicated that, there is no 

significant difference in creativity among players and non 

players, because the calculated value of ‘t’ which is less than 

the tabulated value. 

 

Conclusions 

1) There is a high level of emotional intelligence among 

players and non-players.  

2)  There is no significant difference; from the mean value, 

creativity of players and non-players. 
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